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Circles and circleconversations


1. Vision

1.1 Opening up to others

1.2 Promote inclusive thinking; all conversationparticipants are equal

1.3 Association with each other

1.4 Most direct educational form of learning

1.5 Emphasis on meaning; does what you say or do or ask make sense here and now? It is about 
well-founded and lived knowledge and experience.

1.6  Emphasis on dialogue and not discussion / two-way approach

1.7  Attention to the real question of the children

1.8 There is focused attention to conversation goals, rules and tasks

1.9 The conversations are a mirror for the culture of the multi-aged group

1.10 In principle, only those matters that are of interest to all are be spoken in the circle


2. Short-term goals

2.1 Acquire knowledge

2.2 Form an opinion

2.3 Making decisions

2.4 Promote person-centered development

2.5 Promote group-oriented development


3. Long-term goals

3.1 Can listen to each other

3.2 Learning tolerance, patience

3.3 Learn to articulate thoughts for others to understand

3.4 Learning to take into account the feelings of others: including learning to think / empathy

3.5 Developing a good self-image

3.6 Learning to be critical in relation to information provided

3.7 Enjoy what others contribute


4. Conditions

Practical

4.1 The group must be able to make the circle quickly

4.2 There is preferably nothing inside the circle

4.3 Children know how to choose a place in the circle

4.4 Children listen

4.5 Anyone may take their turn


5.Feeling aspects

1. Good atmosphere

2. Respect

3. Interest


Points of attention for the group and circle rules

A. to discuss:

* Authenticity

* Shut up

* Do not interrupt

* Wait

* Sign

* You don't want / don't have to

* No leading questions




B. 

* Pay attention to each other:

* Listen to

* Respond to each other

* The word: look around

* Respect

C. Request clarification:

D. Stay on topic:

* Tells what it is about

* Relationships with subject


6.Rules in the circle

6.1 Whoever speaks will not be interrupted or hindered by others.

6.2 There is a clear agreement for everyone how someone will get the floor after someone has 
spoken

6.3 Reports correspond as much as possible to what has been said before.


Advice: Draw up rules together with the group.

After some time, discuss the rules with the group and adjust them if necessary.


7. The role of the moderator (teacher)

7.1 Leads and directs

7.2 Takes children seriously

7.3 Talk at the level of children

7.4 Does not judge opinions and opinions too quickly

7.5 Invites children to participate

7.6 Guards the rules

7.7 Is democratic and still leads

7.8 Sees the processes taking place

7.9 Is flexible and holds

7.10 Ensures that the topic of conversation remains the topic of conversation

7.11 Summarizes and sends out the next step: challenges

7.12 Keeps asking

7.13 Gives additions

7.14 Admonishes

7.15 Gives attention for reflection: silence in the circle is fine


Children gradually take over the role of the teacher 

8a: content

The open / narrative circle

The theme / report circle

The prepared circle

The observation circle

The text circle

The reading circle

Circles related to musical, dance and dramatic education

The evaluation circle

The fruit circle

The café circle (drink a cup of tea with each other)

The news circle

The birthday circle


8b Circle types: forms

Conversation with two

Plenary circle

Inner and outer circle

horseshoe form (instruction e. g.)




9. Types of conversation

9.1 Talking to and with children

In education there is a lot of talking with and to children in all kinds of situations. The 
conversations in the circle play an important place in Jenaplan education. Yet not every 
conversation is a circle conversation. Just as any circle activity does not have to be a circle 
conversation.

To be able to make a clear distinction, we use the following classification.


9.2 Instruction

During an instruction (about new subject matter) the teacher provides a lot of information, 
occasionally asks a question to check whether children have understood it and / or to involve 
them in it. The children's answers are used in the rest of the instruction. The role of the teacher is 
great; of the children.


9.3 Education learning conversation

During an educational learning conversation (e.g. when collecting prior knowledge; collecting 
knowledge that children have about a particular topic) the teacher determines the goal and asks 
children to say something about it. Both the children and the teacher provide information, 
although the teacher has a greater role, because he / she guides the direction of the conversation 
by asking questions. During an educational learning conversation, the teacher asks for new 
information. With an instruction, the teacher asks for the answer or how a child arrived at that 
answer to check whether it has understood the subject matter.


9.4 Knowledge-gaining conversation

In a knowledge-gaining conversation, the role of the children is the same as that of the teacher. 
The teacher adheres to the circle rules (raises his finger, waits for his turn). During this 
conversation, an informative theme is discussed, for example a conversation following a report in 
the newspaper, news.


9.5 Open conversation

There is no central theme in an open conversation. Children are allowed to know for themselves 
what they are saying. They can respond to each other by asking a question or connecting to each 
other's story; however, there is no set theme. The teacher can tell something, just like the children.


9.6 Person and group-oriented conversation

A person- and group-oriented conversation is just like the knowledge-acquiring conversation a 
conversation about a theme. Now it is not about an informative theme, but about feelings, such as 
fear of the dark, friendship, bullying and being bullied. Depending on the reason for the 
conversation, the teacher can have a major guiding role, but also the same role as the children.


9.7 Mind-building conversation

An opinion-forming conversation is about children learning to formulate their opinion, for example 
on the basis of a read excerpt "Would you act in the same way as the main character in this 
story?"


9.8 Decision-making interview

A decision-making conversation is the logical consequence of an opinion-forming conversation. A 
decision is taken on the basis of the various opinions.


